Presentations
“John Tschohl gets it:
John is the guru when
it comes to customer
service.”
-Marc Benioff
Chairman & CEO of Salesforce.com

“You are stimulating,
dynamic and able to sell
your concepts
to top management.”
–Nelson C Kuria,
Managing Director, CIC Insurance

EMPOWERMENT:
A WAY OF LIFE
Empowerment is all about having
millions and millions of over happy
customers. It’s the ultimate in
customer service. Empowerment
is not about breaking the rules but
bending them to keep customers
happy.
SPEED
Speed dramatically decreases the
time it takes to do a project and
deliver results. Doing it Fast, Doing
it Now and Doing it Right. Alter
your employees mindset, eliminate
barriers and review policies. Speed
provides a competitive advantage
that crushes your competition.
MOVING UP
Everyone needs to believe in
themselves and remove selfimposed limitation. Moving Up
teaches the steps on how to become
indispensable and extraordinary so
you Move Up.
CUSTOMER SERVICE IN A
SOCIAL ERA
In a fast moving social economy
you must move with speed,
empowerment and service recovery.
Facebook®, Twitter®, Google®
and Trip Advisor control the
environment.

ACHIEVING EXCELLENCE THROUGH CUSTOMER SERVICE
A service strategy is critical in today’s global competitive marketplace.
Organizations need to focus on creating a customer experience and
need to see themselves as a service leader not as a bank, government,
telecommunications, retail or health care. Everyone from the CEO to
the lowest front line employee must walk the talk. The commitment
and strategy must start with top management and all employees must
be trained in the art of customer service with new fresh material every
4-6 months. Customer friendly systems and procedures built around
Empowerment and Speed with an empowered workforce are essential
to the service strategy. The Internationally Recognized Service Strategist
and Customer Service Guru shares his vision with this overview of this
presentation.

• The Service Strategy
• Creating A Highly
Motivated Workforce
• The Power of Speed
• e-Service Competition
• Nine Major Steps to
Becoming Customer
Service Driven
• Customer Service Role
Models
• Social Era

• Building a Legendary
Brand
• Don’t Hire Employees
Who Hate Customers
• Empowerment
• Training Leaders and
Employees
• Service Recovery –
Loyal for life
• International
Role Models

ADDITIONAL PRESENTATION TITLES
John Tschohl always customizes his presentation to your speciﬁc
industry and individual needs. Presentation titles can be tailored for
your organization.

